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CRP INDUSTRIAL APPOINTS GUY RENSHAW AS VICE PRESIDENT
Cranbury, N.J., September 2011 - CRP Industries Inc., a North American supplier of highpressure paint spray and industrial hoses, as well as synchronous belts and specialty electric
motors, has appointed Guy Renshaw as Vice President of CRP Industrial, a newly expanded
division of the company. In making the announcement, CRP President/CEO, Dan Schildge,
noted, “Mr. Renshaw will be responsible for developing and growing all aspects of CRP’s
industrial division, including establishing marketing/product strategies and acquisition
opportunities. We’ve set an ambitious goal of 50% annual growth and are confident that we
can accomplish that with Guy Renshaw’s guidance.”
“I am extremely happy to have joined the CRP organization,”
remarks Renshaw. “CRP Industries, Inc. has a long and renowned
history as a reliable supplier of innovative high quality products,
servicing niche markets in North America. Their core values of
Quality, Service, and Trust have been effectively maintained for 60
years by the Schildge family and this will provide the foundation for
building long lasting partnerships in the industrial marketplace.”
Mr. Renshaw has over 30 years experience in the mechanical power transmission and fluid
transmission fields. Prior to his appointment to CRP Industrial, Renshaw enjoyed a successful
career at Dayco Products Inc. and Carlisle Companies, starting out in application engineering
and steadily progressing in several roles within the organization as an Engineering Manager,
Plant Manager, and most recently Director of Global Business Development.
Mr. Renshaw holds a BS in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Missouri and is
also the author of three U.S. patents.
CRP Industrial is a division of CRP Industries, Inc., one of NAFTA’s largest suppliers of
specific industrial accessories and applications, and has been a proven partner to the North
American industrial hose market for more than 20 years, specializing in custom orders for
high-pressure thermoplastic hose. The group consists of four diverse specialty product
groups: Tuder hose, ContiTech synchronous belts, Perkse electric motors, and high-pressure
thermoplastic hoses. With the support of warehouses in the USA and Canada, CRP can
fabricate and ship an order in as little as 24 hours.
For additional information, visit www.crpindustrial.com.
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